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Noeline Bridge

Alphabetization is letter-by-letter (e.g., “Deities” precedes “De la”).

A

AACR2 (Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules)
armed forces, 294
articles beginning corporate names, 282
commas after surnames, 324
on commonly known forms of names, 7, 233, 321, 327–328
corporate names, 279, 285, 289
cross-references from elements of multipart names, 328
English vs. vernacular geographic names, 299–300
government names, 292, 293
Indonesian names, 150–151
library catalogs and, 319–320
particles, 174
phrase names, 18–19, 234
Portuguese names, 115, 116
pseudonyms, 328–329
RAK and, 97
RDA and, 319–320
as resource for indexers, 188, 342
Spanish names, 111
on subordinate bodies, 296
women’s married names, 175
Abbreviations. See also Initials
of first names, 235
as last element, 153
of last names/surnames, 230, 234, 235
in Spanish names, 111–112
ABC-Regels (NOBIN), 75, 77, 81
Abd, 68
Abu, 70–71
Academic titles, 80–81, 101–102, 181, 218
Acronyms
corporate names, 287–288
Jewish names, 187
subordinate bodies, 296
Additions to names. See Origin identifiers; Qualifiers
Afghani names, 183
Africa
in classical/medieval period, 25
slaves from, 109, 117
Agnomina, 28, 32
Al-, 44, 51–52, 66–67, 187
ALA-LC Romanization Tables, 17, 61–64, 182
Al-Din, 68
Aliases. See Pseudonyms
Alphabetization. See Sorting
Alphabets
Dutch, 84
German, 106–107
Hawaiian, 131–132
Māori language, 156
Thai, 163
Alternative names. See Variant names
Ambiguity. See Disambiguation of similar names
American Library Association, ALA-LC
Romanization Tables, 17, 61–62,
63–64, 182, 302
American National Biography, 349
Amerindian names, 109
AMICUS, 348
Andrews, Lorrin, 131, 132
Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules. See
AACR2
Animals’ names, 19
Anthology authors
inclusion in index, 240–242
spelling variants/variant names used by,
266
Apostrophes
automated name indexing and, 262
in Dutch names, 76
in Hawaiian names, 132–133
Arabic/Islamic names, 59–74, 183–187
articles beginning, 65, 66–67, 68–69,
187
clans, 67
dialects, 60–61
direct vs. inverted order, 66
honorifics, 185
hyphenation, 65
in Indonesia, 147
medieval, 44, 65–66, 183
order of elements in, 6–7
patronymics, 69–71, 184
Romanization, 17, 60–61
royalty, 66, 67, 70, 72–73
sorting, 65, 184–187
surnames, 46, 65–66, 183, 185
titles, 71–73, 185
transliteration, 17, 44, 183–184
women’s, 69, 70
Arabic language
diacritics, 61–64
transliteration/Romanization, 59–60
Aristocrats. See Nobility; Royalty
Armed forces, 294–295. See also Military
titles and ranks
Art, 219–225
“after” used with artist’s name or art-
work’s title, 223
attributions, 223–224
exhibition catalogs, 219
famous artists known by one name,
224–225
online resources, 225
schools of, 223–224
Artcyclopedia, 225
Articles
Arabic/Islamic names, 65, 66–67,
68–69, 187
automated name indexing and, 264
beginning corporate names, 282–283
beginning geographic names, 66, 67,
302–305
Dutch names, 75–77, 78
Egyptian names, 66
French names, 88
German names, 97–99, 104
Hawaiian names, 136
Māori language/names, 157, 158
in origin names, 36
Portuguese names, 117
Artists’ names
additions to, 220–223
changes of, 16, 222
Dutch, 224–225
family, 221–222
one-word, 10
Renaissance, 5
variant, 16
Atlas of Hawai’i, 136
Attention-getting devices, names as,
244–245
Audience. See also Genres
biographical indexing and, 171–172,
188
classical/medieval names and, 54–55
indexing conventions and, 174
length vs. brevity of name and, 8
lesser mentions and, 246
prefixes and, 3
Australian Dictionary of Biography, 349
Australian names, 106, 107
Authority files. See also Library of Congress Authorities
automated name indexes and, 270n8
bibliographies and, 270n8
large/database indexes, 233
in libraries, 319
Author preference/usage
Arabic names, 66
Arabic titles, 72
Arabic vs. Western forms of medieval names, 44
biographical indexing and, 171–172, 188
choice among variant names and, 14, 17, 53
compound surnames and, 89
ecclesiastical titles, 39
Indonesian names, 151
length vs. brevity of name and, 235
medieval names, 38, 47
prefixes, 3
Roman names, 31
Spanish/Portuguese names, 115
Vietnamese names, 6
Autobiographical indexing. See Biographical indexing
Automated name indexing, 261–271
apostrophes and, 262
appearance/identification of names, 261–264
articles and, 264
authority files and, 270n8
bibliographic references and, 266, 269
biographical indexing and, 267, 269
capitalization and, 262
compound names, 262
corporate names, 267–268
eponyms and, 264
genealogical indexing and, 269
honorifics and, 262, 267
hyphenation and, 262
incomplete names, 263, 266
initials and, 262
interpersonal relationships and, 267
lookup tables for, 264–265
multi-word names, 262
name dictionaries and, 264–265
nicknames and, 263, 264
page numbers and, 268–269
prepositions and, 264
pronouns and, 267
proper nouns and, 265
similar names and, 265–267
single-term names, 262, 264
Spanish names, 110
spelling variants and, 263
tagging/embedding, 268
titles and, 262, 267
transliteration and, 266
uniqueness of name and, 266
variations on same name and, 265, 266
Ayn
Arabic, 62–64
Hawaiian, 131, 132
B
Balinese names, 149
Bar (Jewish names), 33–34, 187
Baronesses, 212–214
Baronets, 214–215
Barons, 209, 211–214
Beckwith, Martha, 134
Behind the Name (website), 57
Belgian names
French, 94
with prefixes, 77
Bell, Hazel K., 342
Ben
Arabic/Islamic names, 33–34, 69–70, 187
medieval Jewish names, 45, 46
Best-known forms of names. See Well-known forms of names

BGN (U.S. Board on Geographic Names), 306–307

Bible, 197–199

Bibliographies/bibliographic references
authority files and, 270n8
automated name indexing and, 266, 269

Bilingualism
 corporate names, 160, 288–289
 geographic names, 301
 Bin, bint (Arabic names), 69–70
 Bin, binti/binte (Indonesian names), 147, 153

Biographical dictionaries
for English royalty, 203
length of names in, 7
medieval names, 173
national, 349–350
as reference source, 188–189, 340
titles of nobility, 181–182
on web, 340

Biographical indexing, 171–189
audience and, 171–172
automated name indexing and, 267, 269
changes of name, 179–181
compound surnames, 176–177
fictional names and, 273–274
genre and, 171
glosses, 178–179
multiple names, 179–181
nobility, 181–182
one-word names, 11
partial names, 178
pseudonyms, 180–181
reference works, 188–189
similar names, 11–14
styling of text and, 171–172
terms of address, 181
titles, 181–182
women’s names, 174–176

“Biographical Names” (Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary), 351

Biographical reference collections, 349–352. See also Biographical dictionaries

Birth order
Balinese names, 149
Hmong names, 139
Indonesian names, 152
Roman names, 29

Birthplace as origin identifier, 36

Board on Geographic Names, U.S. (BGN), 306–307

Booth, Pat
articles beginning geographic names, 305
corporate name acronyms/initialisms, 288
grouping corporate names, 280–281
as resource for indexers, 342
titles of nobility, 82
variant names, 83

Brazil, Portuguese names in, 115–117

Brevity of name. See Length vs. brevity of names

Brocklemann, Carl, 65

Browne, Glenda, 342

BS 4280 (British Standards Institution), 61–62

Buddhism, 191, 192–196
saints, 193
schools of thought within, 196
Tibetan, 194–195

Bynames/bywords. See Origin identifiers

C

Campbell, Mike, 57

Canada
Aboriginal peoples, variant names used, 17
French names in, 94

Capitalization
automated name indexing and, 262
Dutch prefixes, 76
French prefixes, 87, 93–94
French titles, 90
German titles, 97
Hawaiian phrase names, 133
in LOC Authorities, 332
Spanish prefixes, 113–114
Cardinals, 194
Case study names, 242–243
Cataloging codes/rules. See Library cataloging codes/rules
Catholic Encyclopedia, 56, 57
Catholicism, 196. See also Roman Catholicism/Church
Chambers Biographical Dictionary, 189, 350
Changes of name, 14–17. See also
Pseudonyms; Variant names
best-known name and, 175
in biographical indexing, 179–181
corporate, 287, 289–291
double-posting, 14, 247–248
duplicate/multiple headings for, 290–291
Egyptian royalty, 33
latest name used, 14, 175
length vs. brevity of indexed names and, 9–10, 14–17
marriage and, 14, 16, 40, 174–176, 248, 249
nicknames and, 15, 16–17
nobility and, 14, 15–16, 39–41, 216–217
in part vs. full, 179–180
performing artists, 16, 227, 228–229
place names, 309–311
qualifiers and, 9–10
reasons for, 227, 228–229
religion and, 15, 228, 248
royalty, 14, 15, 40–41
Spanish names, 15
subheadings and, 248–250
Thai names, 16
totality of, and single- vs. double-posting, 14
Character names in fiction. See Fictional names
Chicago Manual of Style
AACR2 and, 342
articles beginning Arabic names, 66
articles beginning corporate names, 282
articles beginning geographic names, 303, 304
classical/medieval names, 56
geographic names beginning with geographic terms/features, 307
particles, 174
Portuguese names, 115
as resource for indexers, 188, 343
Spanish names, 111, 112, 115
titles of nobility, 181
Vietnamese names, 6
Children
of dukes, 209
of knights, 215
legitimacy of, 109, 110–111
of life peers/peeresses, 213
of nobility, 208–212
of royalty, 207–208
Children’s names
Hawaiian, 131
Hmong, 139
Indonesian, 149
Portuguese, 116
Spanish, 110–111, 112
China
family names in, 118n1
Hmong in, 139
medieval, 25
periodization of history by dynasties in, 25
place names, 17, 121–130
China Vitae, 350
Chinese language,
transliteration/Romanization of, 17, 121, 187, 302
Chinese names

- in Hawaiian names, 134
- in Indonesia, 147
- place names, 121–130
- transliteration of, 187

Chinese Postal Spelling System, 121, 302

Christianity. See also Protestantism; Roman Catholicism/Church

Bible, 197–199

denominations within, 196

God in, 191

Orthodox, 194, 196

Christian names

- of African slaves, 109
- in Brazil, 116–117
- Hawaiian, 131, 133
- Indonesian, 146, 151
- Jews and, 45
- Portuguese, 109
- Spanish, 109

CIA, World Leaders, 350

CIP (Cataloging in Publication), 330

Cities

- Chinese names, 121–130
- corporate names grouped under, 281
- gathered under names of countries, 314
- locations within, 308
- names of larger jurisdictions added to, 312–313
- similarly named, 312

Clans

- Arabic, 67
- Balinese, 149

- choice of reference works and, 340
- family names and, 140
- Hmong, 139, 140–141, 142
- Roman, 28

Classical names, 25–35

- Greek, 25–27, 172
- Jewish, 33–35

- length vs. brevity of indexed name and, 8
- non-Greco-Roman, 32–35

one-word, 10, 47–48

Roman, 27–32

variant, 14

Classical period

- Africa during, 25
- notion of, 24

Closed indexing. See Open vs. closed indexing

- Cognomina, 28, 29, 30, 32, 172, 174
- Columbia Encyclopedia, 348
- Comics, characters from, 251
- Commissions, 285–286

Commonly known forms of names. See

- Well-known forms of names

Compound names

- Arabic, 67, 68–70
- author usage and, 89
- automated name indexing and, 262
- in biographical indexing, 176–177
- choice of initial element and, 4–5, 173
- cross-references, 4, 51–52, 231
- Dutch, 78, 81–82
- French, 89, 177
- German, 99, 104
- hyphenation, 4, 89, 114, 176–177, 230–231
- medieval, 112
- performing artists, 230–231
- Portuguese, 177
- Spanish, 110–111, 111–112, 177
- Thai, 164
- women’s, 4, 175–177

Computerized listings. See Automated name indexing

- Conceptual entries, names structuring, 257–259
- Conferences, 286

- Contemporary persons and choice of reference sources, 340, 341

Corporate names, 279–298

- AACR2 on, 279
- acronyms, 287–288
articles beginning, 282–283
automated indexing of, 267, 268
bilingual/multilingual, 288–289
changes in, 287, 289–291
cross-references, 284, 285, 286, 288
direct vs. inverted entry, 280–281
double entries for, 280–281
double-posting, 283–284, 285
fictitious names as, 253
forenames beginning, 283–284
formal vs. informal, 285
form/order of entry, 279
glosses added to, 287, 288, 290, 291
groupings under key terms, 280–281
Hawaiian, 135–136
hierarchies in, 294, 295–297
honorary names beginning, 284–285
initialisms, 287–288, 290
LOC Authorities and, 324, 329, 333–335
Māori, 157
in open vs. closed indexing contexts, 279
qualifiers for, 297–298, 335
RDA and, 334–335
religious, 286
similar, 335
titles beginning, 284–285
variants for same body, 285–291
Corporations and corporate bodies
defined, 279
mergers/acquisitions, 291
subordinate, 279, 295–297, 334–335
variant names, 286–287
Correspondence recipients, 243–244
Countries
cities gathered under names of, 314
formal vs. popular names, 301–302
CredoReference, 352
Cross-references
amount of information and, 51
Arabic surnames beginning bin/ben, 69–70
Arabic vs. Europeanized versions of names, 44
bilingual place names, 301
changes in place names, 309, 310–311
compound names, 4, 51–52, 231
corporate name changes, 290, 291
corporate names, 284, 285, 286, 288
double-posting vs., 51–55, 70
ecclesiastical titles, 39, 42
English vs. vernacular geographic names, 300
family to married names, 174–175
fictitious names, 253
German royalty, 82
husbands’ to wives’ names, 249–250
Indonesian names, 151–152
initials and, 235
length vs. brevity of names, 235
LOC authority records, 320, 323, 326–329
medieval Jewish names, 45
multipart names, 328
multiple names borne by one person, 236
from obscure to well-known forms of names, 225
origin names, 37
phrase names, 18–19
pseudonyms, 91, 225, 247–248, 329
religious names, 195
research for, 310–311
Romanization and, 64–65
Roman names, 31–32
with Spanish/Portuguese names, 115
spelling variants, 33, 64–65
titles, 38, 40
variant names, 14, 31–32, 50
from well-known forms of names, 17–18

D

Daldos (Portuguese names), 117
Dames, 215
Daoism, 193

Dates
- art book indexing, 220–221
- corporate name changes, 291
- disambiguation of similar names, 11, 12, 178
- French names, 91
- place name changes, 310
- royalty, 204

De
- in origin names, 36
- in Spanish names, 112, 113–114

De’d (French names), 88, 93–94

Definite article. See Articles

Deities. See Divinities

De la/de las (Spanish names), 113

Descriptive phrases. See Origin identifiers; Qualifiers

Deutsche Nationalbibliothek, *Regeln für die alphabetische Katalogisierung in wissenschaftlichen Bibliotheken*, 97, 98

Deutsches Institut für Normung
- *DIN 5007–2*, 97, 98
- *DIN 31635*, 61–62

Diacritical marks. See also Macrons
- Arabic, 61–64
- diaeresis, 107
- Dutch, 85
- German, 106, 107
- in indexes, 62–64
- in non-Western languages, 182

Dialects
- Arabic, 60–61
- Māori language, 155
- Thai, 163

*Dictionary of American Biography*, 349

*Dictionary of Canadian Biography Online*, 349

*Dictionary of National Biography (DNB)*, 349

*Dictionary of New Zealand Biography (DZNB)*, 158, 349

*Dictionary of 20th Century Art*, 351

Digraphs in Māori language, 155, 156

*DIN 5007–2* (Deutsches Institut für Normung), 97, 98

*DIN 31635* (Deutsches Institut für Normung), 61–62

Direct vs. inverted order, 5–6, 188
- Arabic/Islamic names, 6–7, 66, 187
- for armed forces, 294
- choice of reference works and, 340
- corporate bodies, 280–281
- East Asian names, 188
- fictional names, 19, 252–253, 273–275
- geographic names beginning with geographic terms/features, 305–307
- Greek names, 26–27
- LOC Authorities and, 322
- Māori names, 157–158
- medieval names, 5, 66
- medieval nicknames, 38
- names as phrases, 18–19
- origin names, 36–37
- patronyms, 5
- place names beginning with articles, 302–305
- Roman names, 30
- surnames, 5–6
- Disambiguation of similar names, 11, 12, 49, 178, 194

Dit/dite names, 92–93

Divinities, 191–193
- Hawaiian, 134
- Indonesian names, 152
- Māori, 159

Double-posting
- amount of information and, 51
- Arabic surnames beginning *bin/ben*, 70
- changes of name, 247–248
- corporate names, 280–281, 283–284, 285
- cross-references vs., 51–55, 64–65
- fictional names, 19, 252–253
Index 365

marriage-based name changes, 248
medieval Jewish names, 45
nicknames, 250
older/newer names of place, 309
phrase names, 18–19
pseudonyms, 247–248
religious names, 39, 42, 195
spelling variants, 33, 64–65
titles and, 40
variant names, 14, 50

Dr. Estrella’s Incredibly Abridged Dictionary of Composers, 351

Duchesses, 209, 217
Dukes, 207–209, 209–210, 217

Dutch names, 4, 75–86
academic titles, 80–81
alphabet and, 84
apostrophes in, 76
articles in, 75–77, 78
compound surnames, 78
diacritics in, 85
Latin, 78–79
ligature in, 84–85
marriage and, 78
medieval, 78–80
nicknames, 79–80
nobility, 78, 81–82
patronymics, 78–79
prepositions in, 75, 78
pseudonyms, 83
qualifiers, 80–81
religious, 83–84
royalty, 82
sorting, 84–85
surname development, 79–80
surnames with prefixes, 75–77, 224–225
titles, 9
women’s, 78

Dynastic names

German, 103
Hawaiian, 134–135

E

Earls, 208, 210–211, 216
East Asian names, 6, 187–188
Editor queries
alphabetization, 187
completion of incomplete names, 257
Egyptian names
in classical period, 33
“El” in, 66
Romanization, 60, 61
royal, 33
Elbert, Samuel H., 131–132, 133, 134
Elder/younnger designations. See also Junior/senior designations
artists, 222
German names, 101
as qualifiers, 12, 178
Roman names, 30, 32
Encyclopaedia Britannica
Chinese place names, 130n3
as reference source, 56, 188, 189, 348
titles of nobility, 181
Encyclopaedia of Islam, 61–62, 183, 189
Encyclopedias
length of names in, 7
for medieval names, 173
as reference source, 188, 340, 348
titles of nobility and, 181–182
on web, 340
Epigraph names, 242
Epithets. See Nicknames
Eponyms
automated name indexing and, 264
corporate names as, 284–285
Estrella, Steven, 351
Eszett, 106
Ethnicity. See Nationality and ethnicity
Etruscans, 27–28, 118n1
Examples, names as, 245–246

F

Family names. See also Patronymics/matronymics; Surnames
Arabic/Islamic, 183
Family names (cont.)

in art book indexing, 221–223
Balinese, 149
barons, 212
Chinese, 118n1
clan names and, 140
dukes, 216, 217
earls, 210, 216
fictional names, 274–275
Greek, 26
Hmong, 140
Indonesian, 146, 147
Jewish, 34–35, 187
LOC Authorities and, 324
nicknames as, 79–80
origin identifiers as, 5, 36
peerage, 208
Roman, 28, 118n1
royalty, 103–104
saints, 83–84
social importance, 109–110
Spanish, 110
surnames vs., 26, 46
Thai, 164
titles vs., 9, 15, 216–217
viscounts, 212
women’s, 174–176

Farsi/Persian
language, 62, 64, 183
names, 72

Fictional names, 250–253, 273–277

cross-references, 253
direct vs. inverted order, 19, 252–253, 274–275
double-posting, 19, 252–253
of families, 274–275
headnotes regarding indexing of, 274
last names, 252
name indexes of, 275
omission of, 276–277
one-word, 251–252
as phrases, 19
as subheadings, 276

Filho (Portuguese names), 116
Filiation/filiatives. See Patronymics/matronymics
Filing. See Sorting
Flagging names for possible deletion later, 245
Flemish names
ligature in, 84–85
nobility, 81
with prefixes, 77

FOBID

Regels voor de titelbeschrijving, 75, 76–77
“Regels voor de vorm van het hoofdwoord,” 83

Forder, Michael, 293, 295

Forenames. See also Compound names; Given names
appearance of, 19
Arabic fathers’, 65
beginning corporate names, 283–284
in case studies, 242
fictional, 251–252, 253
initials used for, 8, 153, 230
Māori, 159–160
medieval nobility entered under, 39
names as phrases and, 18–19
number of, 8
as one-word names, 251–252
in pseudonyms, 83
shortening of, 230, 235
Vietnamese, 6, 325

French names, 87–95
articles in, 88
compound surnames, 89, 177
“dit” names, 92–93
medieval, 90–91
nobility, 89–90
outside France, 93–94
prepositions in, 88
pseudonyms, 91
religious, 91–92
royalty, 90
surname development, 90–91
surnames with prefixes, 87–89, 93–94
titles, 87

G
Gelar (Indonesian names), 152–153
Genannt (German names), 99
Gender. See Sex/gender; Women’s names
Genealogical indexing
automated name indexing and, 269
length vs. brevity of name in, 8
similar names in, 11–14
Genres. See also Audience
choice among variants/change of names and, 14
length vs. brevity of name and, 8
prefixes and, 3
Gens. See Clans
Geographic names, 299–315
Arabic, 66, 67
articles beginning, 66, 67, 302–305
changes in, 309–311
Chinese, 17, 121–130, 302
corporate names using, 335
cross-references, 300, 301, 309, 310
Dutch names and, 79
earls and, 210
in English vs. vernacular, 299–300
formal vs. popular country names, 301–302
geographic terms/features beginning, 305–307
Greek names and, 26
Hawaiian names and, 136
in Hong Kong, 121
Indonesian names and, 153–154
in Italian artists’ names, 225
jurisdictional terms beginning, 307–308
life peers/peeresses and, 212
localities gathered under larger jurisdictional names, 314
Māori, 157, 160–161
medieval names using, 47, 173
names of governments as, 292
open vs. closed indexing of, 299
passing mentions of, 299
prepositions with, 302–305
qualifiers, 308, 310, 312–313
Romanization of, 60, 61
ships’ names and, 293
similar, 12, 13, 311–312
as sobriquets following personal names, 25
Taiwanese, 121
transliteration of, 302
German names, 97–108
academic titles, 101–102
alphabet and, 106–107
articles in, 97–99, 104
compound surnames, 99, 104
Latinized, 101
medieval, 100–101
nobility, 102–103
prepositions in, 97–99, 104
pseudonyms, 104–105
qualifiers with, 100
religious, 105–106
royalty, 103–104
sorting, 97, 106–107
surnames with prefixes, 97–99
titles, 9, 97, 103–104, 105–106
umlaut in, 107
Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur (Brocklemann), 65
Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names Online, 306–307
Given names. See also Christian names; Forenames
addition of, for disambiguation, 11, 12
Arabic, 65–66, 72–73
disambiguation of medieval, 49
Dutch royalty, 82
French royalty, 90
German royalty, 103
Hmong, 140
Given names (cont.)
life peers/peeresses, 213
as one-word names, 10, 11, 32–33, 35, 36–37, 47–48
qualifiers following, 5
surnames as, 4
Thai, 164
titles as, 72–73
Glosses. See Qualifiers
Glottal stops
in Arabic, 62
in Hawaiian, 131, 132–133
God, 191–192
Gods/goddesses. See Divinities
Google, 341
Government names, 292–293
A Grammar and Vocabulary of the Language of New Zealand (Kendall & Lee), 155
Greek names (classical), 25–27, 172
family, 26
influence on Roman names, 27
inversion vs. direct order of, 26–27
one-word, 25–26
Roman forms included in, 24
transliteration/Romanization, 27

H
Ha- (Jewish names), 187
Haji/Hajah, Hajjah (Indonesian names), 147
Hamza
Arab, 62–64
Hawaiian, 131, 132
HAPI Thesaurus and Name Authority 1970–1989, 110
Harts’ Rules. See New Harts’ Rules
Hawaiian Dictionary (Pukui & Elbert), 131–132, 133, 134
Hawaiian Mythology (Beckwith), 134
Hawaiian names, 131–137
aliases/alternatives, 133–134
alphabet and, 131–132
apostrophes in, 132–133
articles in, 136
Christian, 131, 133
corporate, 135–136
deities/legendary figures, 134
dynastic, 134–135
geographic, 136
marriage and, 135
one-word, 10
phrase names, 133
royalty, 134–135
surnames, 131, 133, 134

Headnotes

Hmong, history of, 139
Hmong names, 139–143
children’s, 139
clan, 139, 140–141, 142
diaspora and, 141–142
divorce/remarriage and, 142
family, 140
female, 139, 140
given, 140
honorifics, 141
indexing, 142–143
marriage and, 139, 142
men’s, 139–140
patronymics, 140, 141
Romanization of, 141
spelling, 141
Holy Ghost/Spirit, 191
Hong Kong, place names in, 121
Honorifics
Arabic/Islamic names, 185
automated name indexing and, 262, 267
beginning corporate names, 284–285
choice of reference works and, 340
Hmong, 141
Indonesian, 148, 152
Māori, 159
Thai, 166
women’s names, 176
Honors and decorations, 218
Hungarian names, 173
HURIDOCS, How to Record Names of Persons, 7, 150, 342, 343
Hyphenation
Arabic names, 65
automated name indexing and, 262
compound surnames, 4, 89, 114, 176–177, 230–231
Hawaiian married names, 135
Hawaiian phrase names, 133
Indonesian names, 153
Jewish names, 187
women’s compound names, 175–176

I

*Ibn* (Arabic names), 44, 69–70
*Ibni* (Indonesian names), 153
Icelandic names, 5
Identical names. See Similar names
Identifiers. See Origin identifiers; Qualifiers
IFLA (International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions), Names of Persons
Arabic names, 7
Dutch names, 75
German names, 97
Indonesian names, 150, 151
patronymics vs. surnames, 6
as reference source, 343–344
Vietnamese names, 6
Incomplete names. See also Terms of address
automated name indexing, 263, 266
biographical indexing, 178
full names vs., 255–256
names of relatives, 18–19
qualifiers with, 257
research to complete, 256–257
Indexability of names, 239–246
The Indexer, 340, 345–346
Indexing (Booth). See Booth, Pat
Indexing, the Art of (Knight), 344
Indexing Biographies (Bell), 342
Indexing Books (Mulvany). See Mulvany, Nancy
The Indexing Companion (Browne & Jermey), 342
Indexing from A to Z (Wellisch). See Wellisch, Hans
“Index of Māori Names” (University of Waikato Library), 159
Indonesian names, 145–154
Arabic origin, 147
cataloging, 146
children’s, 149
Chinese origin, 147
Christian, 146, 151
divorce/widowhood and, 148–149
ethnic groups, 145, 146–147
family, 146, 147
honorifics, 148
hyphenation, 153
indexing, 150–154
one-word, 10, 146, 147, 150, 152
patronymics, 146, 147
place names in, 153–154
prefixes, 152
shortening of, 147
spelling, 146
Indonesian names (cont.)
titles, 148, 152–153
variant patterns of, 146–147
women’s, 147, 148–149
Ingraham, Holly, 188, 343
Initialisms. See Acronyms
Initials. See also Abbreviations
addition for similar names, 11, 12
automated name indexing and, 262
beginning corporate names, 283–284
corporate names represented by, 287–288, 290
country names, 302
cross-references and, 235
as first names, 8, 230
as last element of names, 153, 230
with names in subheadings, 255
open vs. closed indexing and, 235
performing artists’ names, 230, 235
in Spanish names, 111–112
subordinate bodies, 296
International Federation of Library
Associations and Institutions. See IFLA
International Journal of Middle East
Studies (IJMES), 61–62
Internet
for English royalty, 203
as reference source, 189
web resources, 340–342
Internet Movie Database (IMDb), 231–232, 236
Introductory notes. See Headnotes
Inverted order. See Direct vs. inverted order
ipl2 (online database), 341, 351
Iraqi names, 65
Islam
divinities, 191
ecclesiastical officials, 194
God in, 192
Jesus in, 192
saints and, 193
schools of thought within, 195
Islamic names. See Arabic/Islamic names
ISO 233 (International Standards
Organization), 61–62
Isyanti, Dina, 150–151
Iwi-Hapū Names List, 156, 160

J
Japanese names, 187, 188
Javanese names, 146, 148
Jermey, Jon, 342
Jesus Christ, 191, 192
Jewish names
acronyms, 187
Christian adoptions, 45
classical period, 33–35
family names, 187
hyphenation in, 187
including Roman names, 35
medieval, 45–46, 187
nicknames, 45
origin, 45
patronymics, 45, 187
Romanization, 187
surnames, 45–46
women’s, 35
Judaism
Bible, 197–199
God in, 191, 192
medieval, 45
schools of thought within, 195–196
Júnior, 116
Junior/senior designations. See also
Elder/younger designations
Dutch names, 80
Portuguese names, 116, 117
as qualifiers, 178

K
Kendall, Thomas, 155
Klement, Susan, 7
Knight, G. Norman, 344
Knights, 214, 215
Index 371

Koran. See Qur’an
Korean names, 187
Kunya (Arab term), 70, 183

L
Last names. See also Surnames
in fictional names, 19, 252, 273–276
given names as, 66
initials used for, 153, 230
number of, 8
shortening of, 235
Latin/Latinized names
Dutch, 78–79
German, 101
of popes, 105
Lee, Samuel, 155
Length vs. brevity of names, 7–10. See also
Incomplete names
in art book indexing, 224
author preferences and, 235
changes of name and, 9–10
corporate bodies, 285
cross-references, 235
French nobility/royalty, 90
Indonesian, 147
last names, 153, 230, 235
in library catalogs, 320–321, 347
LOC Authorities and, 326
nobility, 181, 203
number of elements to include, 7–10
open vs. closed indexing and, 235
performing artists, 229–230, 235
pseudonyms vs., 234
qualifiers and, 326
Roman, 29–32
royalty, 203, 204, 207
social standing and, 147
in subheadings, 10
Thai royalty, 15
well-known names vs., 232–233
Lesser mentions, 244–246
See also AACR2: RDA
changes in length vs. brevity of names, 7
history of, 320–321
Library catalogs
indexes compared to, 347
length of names in, 7
national, 347–348
as reference source, 340, 347–348
subordinate bodies and, 296
Library of Congress
ALA-LC Romanization Tables, 17,
61–62, 63–64, 182, 302
Online Catalog, 322
Library of Congress Authorities, 319–337
AACR2 and, 342
additions to names, 333
articles beginning corporate names, 282
“Authorized Heading,” 323
“Authorized & References,” 323
“Biographical or Historical Data,” 331
capitalization in, 332
changes in place names, 309
corporate names, 324, 329, 333–335
cross-references, 320, 323, 326–329
differing transliterations, 327, 332
family names, 324
first element of name, 335
fullness of name, 326
indexer divergence from, 324, 326, 328,
332–335
Indonesian names, 150
information retrieval and, 320
ordering of names, 320
performing artists’ names, 234
personal name field, 324–326
“Public General Note,” 331
as reference source, 236, 348
scope, 320
searching, 321–323
similar names and, 327, 332–333
source data, 329–331
subject authority file, 322, 324
Vietnamese names, 6
Life dates. See Dates

Ligatures
  Dutch, 84–85
  Flemish, 84–85
  German, 106, 107

Living Composers Project, 351

Local history indexing. See History/local history indexing

Locators/page numbers
  automated name indexing and, 268–269
  patterns of, 259

LOC/NACO authority file. See Library of Congress Authorities

Loeb Classical Library (website), 56

Luxembourg, French names in, 94

M

Macrons
  Hawaiian, 131
  Māori language, 156

MacTutor History of Mathematics Archive, 351

Maiden names. See Marriage/marital status;
  Women’s names
  Māmaka Kaiao, 132

Māori language, 155
  alphabet, 156
  articles, 157
  plurals, 156
  vowels, 155–156
  words within New Zealand English, 161

Māori names, 155–162
  articles in, 158
  birth registrations and, 159
  compound, 158
  corporate, 157, 160
  forenames, 159–160
  geographic, 157, 160–161
  honorifics, 159
  online sources for, 158–159
  royalty, 159
  sorting, 157
  surnames, 159–160
  titles, 159
  women’s, 159

Māori Subject Headings Project, 160

MARC (MAchine-Readable Cataloging) format, 319, 320, 321, 323–336

Marchionesses, 210

Marquesses, 208, 209, 210

Marquis, 210

Marquis Biographies Online, 350

Marquis Who’s Who, 350

Marriage/marital status changes of name and, 14, 16, 40, 174–176, 248, 249
  Dutch names, 78
  Hawaiian names, 135
  Hmong names, 139, 142
  Indonesian women’s names, 148–149
  Portuguese women’s names, 116

Matronymics. See Patronymics/matronymics

Medieval names, 5, 35–48
  Arabic/Islamic, 44, 65–66, 183
  author usage, 38
  compound first names in, 112
  in direct vs. inverted order, 5
  Dutch, 78–80
  French, 90–91
  German, 100–101
  Jewish, 45–46, 187
  one-word, 5, 47–48, 173
  surnames, 38–39, 40–41, 173

Medieval Names Archive, 344

Medieval period
  Africa during, 25
  notion of, 24

Memoirs. See Biographical indexing

Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, “Biographical Names,” 351

Merriam-Webster’s New Biographical Dictionary, 173, 189, 351
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 225
Metropolitans (religion), 194
Mexican names, 231
Miao (people), 139
Middle Ages. See Medieval period
Military titles and ranks, 181, 218. See also Armed forces
Monarchs. See Royalty
Mrs., 176
Muhammed, 192, 199
Multi-authored works. See Anthology authors
Multipart names. See Anthology authors
Multipart names
AACR2 cross-references, 328
automated name indexing and, 262
discerning components of, 5–6
Multiple names. See Changes of name; Variant names
Mulvany, Nancy
articles beginning geographic names, 303, 304
changes in corporate names, 289
corporate name acronyms/initialisms, 288
corporate names, 280, 281, 283
geographic features vs. place names, 305
as reference source, 344
Spanish names, 111
Vietnamese names, 6
Museums, 286
Muslims. See also Arabic/Islamic names; Islam
Bible and, 199
in Indonesia, 147

N
Name indexes
automation of, 261–271
of fictional characters, 275
current value of, 269
Names of Persons. See IFLA (International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions)
Naming conventions
audience and, 174
history of, 109–110
of nationalities/ethnic groups, 188, 339
particles and, 174
respect for past, 56
for titles of nobility, 181–182
Nationality and ethnicity
choice of reference works and, 339–340
library catalogs, 347–348
naming conventions/rules, 188, 339
origin names and, 36
prefixes and, 3
National Library of New Zealand Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa, 158
Native American Authors (part of ip12), 351
Née, 10, 248
New Harts’ Rules, 344
News sources
choice of reference works and, 340
style guides, 6
web resources and, 341
New Standard Jewish Encyclopedia, 189
New Zealand Geographic Placenames Database, 161
Ngā Uūpoko Tukutuku, 160
Nicknames. See also Origin identifiers;
Pseudonyms
abu as, 70–71
added for disambiguation of similar names, 11, 12
automated name indexing and, 263, 264
British, 204–206
“dit” names as, 92–93
double-posting, 250
Dutch, 79–80
as family names, 79–80
German, 100
Nicknames (cont.)

German royalty and, 103–104
Greek, 26
Jewish, 33, 45
main heading including, 250
medieval names, 5, 37–38, 45
medieval royalty, 41–42
performing artists, 232–233
Roman, 28
as surnames, 46
variant names and, 15, 16–17

Nobility
biographical indexing, 181–182
changes of names, 9, 14, 15–16
choice of reference sources and, 340
compound names, 81–82
double titles, 212
Dutch, 78, 81–82
ecclesiastical, 39
English, 208–218
family names vs. titles, 15–16
Flemish, 81
French, 89–90
German, 102–103
length vs. brevity of name, 203
medieval, 38–42
surnames and, 46
Thai, 165–166
with title and family name, 15–16
variant names borne by, 15–16

NOBIN, ABC-Regels, 75, 77, 81
Nomina, 28, 29, 30, 32, 172, 174

Notes at top of index. See Headnotes
Nova Roma (website), 57

O

Occupations and professions
Dutch names, 79
Greek names, 26
of nobility, 16, 218
as qualifiers, 12–13, 91
surnames and, 45, 46

Oelu (Indonesian names), 146
“Of,” 36

One-word names, 10–11
additions to, 10–11, 35, 36–37
artists and, 10
automated name indexing and, 262, 264
classical, 10, 47–48
completion of, 256
disambiguation of similar, 11, 49
fictitious, 251–252
Greek, 25–26, 172
Hawaiian, 10, 133
Indonesian, 10, 146, 147, 150, 152
Jewish, 33, 35
in local history, 11
medieval, 10, 36, 47–48, 173
in memoirs, 11
non-Greco-Roman names in classical period, 32–33
with origin identifiers, 32–33, 36–37
parenthetical qualifiers with, 257
performing artists, 10, 229, 234
popes, 195
pseudonyms, 10, 234
qualifiers/identifiers following, 234, 251–252
Roman, 27
as single element of multi-element name, 10
surnames as, 230, 234
for well-known persons, 10–11
writers and, 10

Open vs. closed indexing
authority files and, 233
corporate bodies and, 279
geographic names, 299
Hawaiian variant names, 133–134
initials and, 235
length vs. brevity of indexed name and, 7
in performing arts, 227, 235
subordinate bodies within hierarchies and, 295
Order of elements/ordering of names, 2–7.
See also Sorting
anticipation of, 339
conventions for, 339
corporate, 279
East Asian, 188
on internet, 188
LOC authority records and, 320, 335
in reference works, 189
saints, 43
telephone directories and, 84–85, 106, 107, 110
Organizations. See also Corporate names
as web resources for indexers, 341
Origin identifiers. See also Qualifiers
birthplace as, 36
early names including, 5
French, 91
Jewish, 45
medieval names and, 5, 36–37
saints, 43
surnames and, 46, 47, 91
Oxford Biography Index (OBI), 349–350
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (ODNB), 349–350
Oxford Dictionary of the Jewish Religion, 189

P
Page numbers. See Locators/page numbers
Panchen Lama, 194
Papacy, 194
Parentage. See Patronymics/matronymics
Parentheticals, 49–51. See also Qualifiers
Partial names. See Incomplete names
Particles and partitives
alphabetization and, 173, 174
French names, 88
German names, 97–99
medieval names, 47
Spanish names, 110
Passing mentions
geographic names, 299
lesser mentions vs., 244
Patronymics/matronymics, 5–6
Arabic/Islamic names, 44, 69–71, 184
Dutch, 78–79
Greek, 26
Hmong, 140, 141
Indonesian, 146, 147
Jewish names, 33–34, 45, 187
origin identifiers as, 36
Portuguese, 116
Roman names, 28, 29
Spanish, 110–111, 112–113, 114
as surnames, 5, 141
Peerage, 208–214
disclaimed, 214
Irish, 208
life, 212–214
Scottish, 211, 212
titles, 208–214, 218
women and, 212
People’s Names (Ingraham), 188, 343
Peraturan Katalogisasi Nama-nama
Indonesia/Peraturan Katalogisasi
Indonesia, 146
Peraturan Penentuan Nama-nama
Indonesia, 146
Performing artists’ names, 227–236
best-known, 233
changes of name, 16, 228–229
compound names, 230–231
form/format, variations in names, 227, 229–230
Hawaiian, 16, 133
initials used in, 230, 235
length vs. brevity of name, 229–230, 235
multiple names of one person, 232, 235–236
nicknames, 232–233
one-word names, 10, 229, 234
phrase names, 234
Portuguese, 117, 231
Performing artists’ names (cont.)
similar names, 231–232
Spanish, 114–115, 231
surnames as single element, 230
Periodization in history, 23–25
Persian. See Farsi/Persian
Personal names. See Forenames; Given names
Le Petit Robert 2 Dictionnaire Universel des Noms Propres, 189
Phrase names, 18–19
Hawaiian, 133
performing arts, 234
Pinyin Romanization system, 17, 121, 187, 302
Place names. See Geographic names
Popes
Dutch names, 83
German names, 105
inclusion of title, 9
Latin names, 105
other careers under alternate names, 10, 195
parentheticals following, 42, 195
Popular forms of names. See Well-known forms of names
Porter, John, 174
Portuguese names, 115–117
articles in, 117
children’s, 116
Christian, 109
compound surnames, 177
performing artists, 231
prefixes, 117
pseudonyms, 117
Spanish names compared to, 115, 117–118
women’s, 116
Praenomina, 29, 30, 172, 174
Prefixes. See also Surnames with prefixes
artists’ names, 224–225
Balinese names, 149
Dutch names, 224–225
French names, 87
Indonesian names, 152
Portuguese names, 117
Spanish names, 113–114
Prepositions
automated name indexing and, 264
Dutch names, 75, 78
French names, 88
geographic names, 302–305
German names, 97–99, 104
origin names, 36
Spanish names, 110
Professions. See Occupations and professions
Protestantism. See also Christianity
denominations within, 196
saints and, 193
Prothero, Stephen, 191, 200
Pseudonyms. See also Nicknames
AACR2 on, 328–329
artists’ names, 16, 224
in biographical indexing, 180–181
cross-references, 91, 225, 247–248, 329
double-posting, 247–248
Dutch, 83
forenames in, 83
French, 91
German, 104–105
Hawaiian, 133–134
indexing of real name and, 234
in library catalogs, 320–321
one-word, 10, 234
Portuguese, 117
RDA and, 328–329
Spanish, 110, 114–115
surnames in, 83
writers and, 16
Publishers’ guidelines
prefixes and, 3
Vietnamese names, 6
Pukui, Mary Kawena, 131–132, 133, 134
Putral/putri (Indonesian names), 147

Q
Qualifiers
in art book indexing, 220–223
in biographical indexing, 172, 178–179
case study names, 242
changes of name and, 9–10
for clarification, 9–10, 41, 49–51, 287, 313
corporate names, 287, 288, 290, 291, 297–298, 335
dates as, 178
with double-posted name changes, 248
Dutch names, 80–81
ecclesiastical titles, 42
with fictional names, 251–253, 275, 276
French names, 87
fuller vs. minimalist approaches to using, 13–14, 298
fullness of name and, 326
geographic names, 308, 310, 311–313
German female royalty, 104
German names, 100
Greek names, 26
for identification, 50–51
Jewish names, 34–35
locations within cities, 308
LOC Authorities and, 333
marriage-based name changes, 248, 249
with multiple names, 49–50
one-word names, 10–11, 47–48, 234, 251–252, 257
origin-based, 25, 36–37
partial names, 178
postal codes, 312
purposes, 49, 251
RDA and, 321, 333
for relationships with primary biographical figure, 250
religion-based name changes, 248
religious titles, 9, 193, 194, 195
Roman names, 31–32
with royalty, 41, 104, 204–206
with saints, 43
ships, 293
with similar names, 11–14, 30, 101, 178–179
spelling variations as, 33
surnames and, 36–37, 80
titles, 8–9
variant names, 9–10, 17, 50, 52–53
Qur’an, 199–200

R
RDA (Resource Description & Access)
AACR2 compared to, 319–320, 321
additions to corporate names, 335
additions to names, 321, 333
commas after surnames, 324
on commonly known names, 321, 327–328
on corporate names, 334–335
identical names and, 332–333
introduction of, 319–320
on pseudonyms, 328–329
Reference sources, 339–352. See also
Biographical dictionaries; Encyclopedia; Internet articles, 345–347
biographical collections, 349–352
biographical indexing, 188–189
books/book-like, 342–344
for early names, 5
encyclopedias, 348
medieval names, 37
with names in indexable order, 347–352
with names not in indexable order, 342–347
national library catalogs as, 347–348
print vs. electronic, 339, 340–342
Reference sources (cont.)
questions for choice of, 339–340
web, 340–342
Regeln für die alphabetische
Katalogisierung in wis-
senschaftlichen Bibliotheken
(Deutsche Nationalbibliothek), 97, 98
Regels voor de titelbeschrijving (FOBID),
75, 76–77
“Regels voor de vorm van het hoofdwoord”
(FOBID), 83
Relationships, terms of
in art book indexing, 221–223
automated name indexing and, 267
to distinguish between similar names,
11, 12, 13
in multipart non-English names, 5–6
partial names and, 18–19, 178
as qualifiers, 221–223
Religions
Abrahamic traditions, 191–192
changes of name and, 15, 228, 248
comparative, 191
denominations within, 195–196
Indonesia, 145
Religious names, 191–201. See also Popes;
Saints
bishops/archbishops, 194
choice among variant names/changes of
name and, 15
choice of reference works and, 340
corporate, 286
Dutch, 83–84
ecclesiastical officials, 194–195
French, 91–92
German, 105–106
medieval titles, 39, 42
patriarchs, 194
rulers, 105
with surnames, 91–92
titles, 9, 42, 83–84, 91, 181
variant, 15
Renaissance
artists, 5
definition of, 24
Research. See also Reference sources
changes in corporate names, 289
changes in place names, 310–311
completion of names, 256–257
corporate bodies, 285
cross-reference compilation, 310–311
cross-referencing vs. double-posting, 52
LOC Authorities on names, 329–331
medieval surnames, 38, 47
Resource Description & Access. See RDA
Roman Catholicism/Church, 193, 196
Romanization, 17–18, 182. See also
Transliteration
Arabic-Islamic names, 17, 60–61, 67
Arabic language, 59–60
Arabic names in non-Arabic-speaking
countries, 60
Chinese language, 121, 187
choice among variant names and, 15
cross-references and, 64–65
defined, 17, 59
double-posting and, 64–65
East Asian names, 187
Egyptian names, 60, 61
generic names, 60, 61, 302
Greek names, 27
Hmong names, 141
of Islamic faith terms, 60
Japanese language, 187
Jewish names, 187
Korean language, 187
into languages other than English, 60
of place names, 60
Roman Name (website), 174
Roman names, 27–32
agnomina, 28
birth order in, 29
clan, 28
in classical period, 24–25, 27–32
cognomina, 28, 172
conventions, 30
cross-references, 31–32
deconstruction of, 29–30
direct vs. inverted order of, 30
family, 28, 118n1
filiation in, 29
forms in Greek names, 24
Greek influence on, 27
Jewish adoption of, 35
length vs. brevity of, 29–32
medieval origin names and, 36
naming system, 24–25, 27–29, 35, 172
*nomina*, 28, 172
one-word, 27
patronymics, 28, 29
*praenomina*, 28, 30, 172
tribes, 29, 36
variant, 30–32
women’s, 29, 174

Royalty

with alternative names, 204–206
Arabic, 66, 67, 70, 72–73
changes of name, 14, 15, 40–41
choice of reference works, 340
dukes, 207–208
Dutch, 82
Egyptian, 33
English, 203–208
family names, 103–104
French, 90
German, 103–104
Hawaiian, 134–135
length vs. brevity of names, 203, 204, 207
Māori names, 159
medieval, 40–42
nicknames, 41–42, 204–206
similar names, 41
Spanish, 15, 113
spelling variants, 41
surnames, 41
Thai, 15, 164–165
titles added to names, 8–9

variant names, 15, 40–42
vernacular vs. Anglicized versions of names, 113

S

Saints

Dutch names, 83–84
family names, 83–84
German names, 106
medieval, 43
titles, 9, 43, 193
Sanskrit, 163
*Sch/St*, 106–107
Scriptures, 197–200
Search engines, 341
Senior designation. See Junior/senior designations

Sex/gender. See also Women’s names

Balinese names, 149
Hmong names, 139

Ships’ names, 293
Shortening of names. See Length vs. brevity of names

*Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam. See Encyclopaedia of Islam*

Siddartha Gautama, 192

Similar names

automated name indexing and, 265–267
in biographies, 178–179
corporate, 335
distinguishing between, 11–14
geographic names, 311–312
Greek, 26
LOC Authorities and, 327, 332–333
Māori names, 158
medieval, 49
performing artists, 231–232
qualifiers for, 11–14, 30, 101, 158, 178–179
*RDA* and, 332–333
Roman, 30–31
royalty, 41
surnames, 47
Single-element names. See One-word names

Size of index
- anthology authors and, 242
- art books, 219
- cross-references and, 54–55
- identifying parentheticals and, 50
- inclusion of fictional names and, 277
- multiple names borne by one person and, 236
- open vs. closed indexes, 236

Slaves
- names, 109
- Portuguese Brazilian, 117

Sobriquets. See Qualifiers

Sorting. See also Direct vs. inverted order;
- Order of elements/ordering of names
  - al- and, 187
  - Arabic/Islamic names, 65, 67, 184–187
  - biblical citations, 199
  - diacritics and, 85
  - Dutch names, 84–85
  - fictional names in subheadings, 276
  - French names with prefixes, 89
  - German names, 97, 106–107
  - Hawaiian geographic names, 136
  - Hawaiian names, 131–132
  - initial articles in, 65, 67, 68–69, 157, 158, 282–283, 302–305
  - Islamic names, 183
  - Māori names, 157
  - particles, 173, 174
  - popes vs. rulers, 42
  - “saint,” 193
  - by surname, 173

Spanish names, 110–115
- categories of, 110
- children’s, 110–111, 112
- choice among variant names/changes of name, 15
- Christian, 109
- compound first names, 111–112
- compound surnames, 110, 177

computerized listings and, 110
- family, 110
- particles in, 110
- patronymics/matronymics, 111, 112–113, 114
- performing artists, 114–115, 231
- Portuguese names compared to, 115, 117–118
- prefixes in, 113–114
- prepositions in, 110
- pseudonyms, 110, 114–115
- royalty, 15, 113
- social importance of, 110–111
- titles, 113

Spelling variants
- Anglicized vs. vernacular forms of
  - Spanish royal names, 113
- anthology authors and, 266
- Arabic/Islamic names, 60, 61, 183
- automated name indexing and, 263
- choice among variant names and, 15
- cross-references, 64–65
- double-posting, 64–65
- Greek names, 27
- Hmong names, 141
- Indonesian names, 146
- Jewish names, 34
- medieval names, 41
- Muhammed, 192
- non-Greco-Roman classical peoples, 32–33
- Thai language, 163
- transliteration/Romanization systems and, 15, 17–18, 182, 183

Stage-setting, names in, 245

Style guides, 3, 6. See also Chicago Manual of Style; New Harts’ Rules

Subheadings
- anthology authors, 240–241
- changes of name and, 248–250
- citing names in, 253–255
- family members as, 274–275
- fictional characters in, 276
shorter forms of name in, 10
subordinate bodies as, 296
Subject knowledge, 188
Subordinate bodies, 279, 295–297, 334–335
Sulawesi names, 146
Sumatran names, 146
Sura(h)s, 199–200
Surnames. See also Compound names;
Family names;
Patronymics/matronymics; Surnames
with prefixes
abbreviations of, 230, 234
abu as, 71
additions to, 80
alphabetization by, 173
appearance of, 19
Arabic/Islamic, 46, 65–66, 71, 183, 185
Brazilian Portuguese, 115
Chinese, 17
commas after, 324
development of, 5, 25, 46–47
Dutch, 79–80
family names vs., 26, 46
French, 90–91
as given names, 4
Hawaiian, 131, 133, 134
inverted vs. direct order and, 5–6
Iraqi, 65
Jewish, 45–46
legitimacy of children and, 110–111
life peers/peeresses, 212
linked by “dit,” 92–93
Māori names, 159–160
medieval, 38–39, 40–41, 173
names as phrases and, 18, 19
nicknames and, 37, 46, 79–80
nobility and, 46
occupations and, 45, 46
as one-word names, 234
origin identifiers and, 36–37, 46, 47
patronymics as, 5, 141
performing artists’ names, 230
personal characteristics as, 46
in pseudonyms, 83
religious persons, 91–92
royalty, 41
saints, 193
similar, 47
as single element, 230
Spanish, 110–111
titles vs., 38–39, 194
Turkish, 184
Vietnamese, 325
well-known persons represented by,
10–11
woman assuming name of husband,
175–176, 180. See also
Marriage-marital status
Surnames with prefixes
Belgian, 77
choice of initial element, 2–4
Dutch, 75–77
Flemish, 77
French, 87–89, 93–94
German, 97–99
Switzerland, French names in, 94

T
Tagging/embedding
in automated name indexing, 268
name indexes and, 270n12
Taiwanese place names, 121
TAPUHI, 158–159
Te (Māori language), 157
Te Aka Māori-English, English-Māori
Dictionary, 156
Telephone directories
Dutch, 84–85
German, 106, 107
Spanish, 110, 112
Thai, 164
Terms of address. See also Honorifics;
Incomplete names; Titles
in biographical indexing, 181
Terms of address (cont.)
  names as phrases and, 18–19
  omission of, 9
  partial names and, 178
Thai language, 163
Thai names, 163–167
  choice among variant names/changes of
  name, 15
  compound first names, 164
  family, 164
  given, 164
  honorifics, 166
  nobility, 165–166
  royalty, 15, 164–165
  titles, 164–166
Tibetan Buddhism, 194–195
Time period. See also Dates; specific eras
  (e.g., Medieval period)
  choice of reference works and, 339–340
  discernment of surnames and, 47
  prefixes and, 3
Titles. See also Honorifics
  academic, 80–81, 101–102, 181, 218
  added for clarity/disambiguation,
  12–13, 194
  Arabic/Islamic, 71–73, 185
  automated name indexing and, 262, 267
  beginning corporate names, 284–285
  in biographical indexing, 181–182
  capitalization of, 90
  choice of reference works and, 340
  courtesy, 208–212, 216
  cross-references, 38, 40
  double, of British nobility, 212
  double-posting, 40
  Dutch, 9
  earls, 210
  family names vs., 9, 16, 216–217
  French, 87
  German, 9, 97, 103–104, 105–106
  given names vs., 72–73
  Indonesian, 148, 152–153
  length vs. brevity of indexed name and,
  8–9
  life peers/peeresses, 212, 213
  Māori, 159
  marquesses, 210
  medieval, 38–42
  military, 181, 218
  names as phrases and, 18–19
  origin names and, 38
  Ottoman Turkish, 72
  peerage, 208–214, 218
  Persian, 72
  professional, 218
  religious, 9, 91, 181, 194
  royalty, 8–9, 207
  saints, 193
  Spanish, 113
  surnames vs., 38–39, 194
  Thai, 164–166
  women’s, 40
Tracings. See Cross-references
Transcription, 15
Transliteration, 17–18, 182. See also
  Romanization
  Arabic/Islamic names, 17, 44, 59–65,
  67, 183–184
  automated name indexing and, 266
  Chinese, 17, 187
  defined, 17, 59
  diacritics and, 61–64
  Egyptian names, 33
  Farsi, 62
  geographic names, 302
  Greek names, 27
  Japanese names, 187
  Jewish names, 34
  Library of Congress and, 17
  LOC Authorities and, 327, 332
  national library catalogs and, 347
  Qur’an and, 199
  standards, 61–64
  Thai language, 163
  variant names and, 15, 17–18, 266
Tribes
  Arabic, 66
  Roman, 29, 36
Trinity, 191
Turkish language, 64
Turkish names, 72, 183, 184–185

U
Umlaut, 107
Umm, 70
Unicode, 62–63, 64, 156
Union List of Artist Names Online (ULAN), 225, 352
University of Waikato Library, “Index of Māori Names,” 159
UNRV History, 57
U.S. Board on Geographic Names (BGN), 306–307

V
Variant names, 14–17. See also Changes of name; Pseudonyms; Spelling variants; Well-known forms of names
author usage and, 14, 17, 53
automated name indexing, 265, 266
biographical indexing, 179–181
Canadian Aboriginal peoples, 17
classical, 14
cross-references, 31–32, 50, 236
double-posting, 14, 50
Egyptian royalty, 33
glosses comprising alternative names added to, 9–10, 17
history indexing, 15–16
Jewish, 187
latest name used, 14
medieval, 38–42
multiple, 53
nicknames, 15, 16–17
open vs. closed indexing and, 235–236
performing artists, 232, 235–236
popes, 195
predominant usage and choice among, 14
Protestant denominations, 196
qualifiers with, 49–51, 52–53
religious names and, 15
right vs. wrong, 55
Roman, 30–32
Romanization/transliteration and, 15, 266
royalty with, 204–206
Spanish, 15
Thai, 15
user logic and, 54–55
VIAF: The Virtual International Authority Files, 347
Vietnamese names, 6, 325
Viscountesses, 209
Viscounts, 209, 211, 212

W
Wade-Giles Romanization system, 17, 121, 187, 302
Web resources, 340–342
Weisstein, Eric, 351
Wellisch, Hans
corporate names, 279, 280, 282–283, 289
geographic names, 304, 306
as reference source, 344
Spanish names, 111, 113
Vietnamese names, 6
Well-known forms of names. See also
Variant names
AACR2 on, 7, 233, 285, 321, 327–328
Arabic names, 64–65
changes of name and, 175
common historical usage and, 53–54
corporate names, 285–286
geographic names, 308
Well-known forms of names (cont.)
Hawaiian, 133–134
Indonesian, 151
obscure forms of names vs., 224–225
origin identifiers as, 37
performing artists, 233
real/formal vs., 232–233
Romanization/transliteration and, 17–18
Roman names, 31
variant names and, 14
Well-known persons
choice of reference works and, 340
one-element names used for, 10–11
Welsh names, patronyms/matronymics in, 5
Who's Who, 350
Wikipedia, 56–57, 189, 341
Women’s names
Arabic, 69, 70
biographical indexing, 174–176
British nobility, 209, 210, 211
changes of, 16, 174–176, 248, 249
compound surnames, 4, 175–177
dames, 215
Dutch, 78
family, 174–176
German royalty, 104
Hmong, 139, 140, 142
honorifics with, 176
husbands’ surnames, 175–176, 180, 249–250. See also Marriage/ martial status
Indonesian, 147, 148–149
Jewish, 35
life cycle and, 109–110
as life peers, 213–214
Māori, 159
nobility, ex-wives/widows, 215–216
as peers, 212
Portuguese, 116
Roman, 29, 174
titles, 40
wives of baronets, 214–215
wives of knights, 215
World Leaders (CIA), 350
World of Scientific Biography (Weisstein), 351
Writers
characters created by. See Fictional names
one-word names, 10
Portuguese, 117
pseudonyms, 10, 16, 114–115, 117
Spanish, 114–115
Y
y, 114
Younger/elder designations. See Elder/younger designations